Design of siRNAs producing unstructured guide-RNAs results in improved RNA interference efficiency.
In RNA interference (RNAi), guide RNAs direct RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISC) to their mRNA targets, thus enabling the cleavage that leads to gene silencing. We describe a strong inverse correlation between the degree of guide-RNA secondary structure formation and gene silencing by small interfering (si)RNA. Unstructured guide strands mediate the strongest silencing whereas structures with base-paired ends are inactive. Thus, the availability of terminal nucleotides within guide structures determines the strength of silencing. A to G and C to U base exchanges, which involve wobble base-pairing with the target but preserve complementarity, turned inactive into active guide structures, thereby expanding the space of functional siRNAs. Previously observed base degenerations among mature micro (mi)RNAs together with the data presented here suggest a crucial role of the guide-RNA structures in miRNA action. The analysis of the effect of the secondary structures of guide-RNA sequences on RNAi efficiency provides a basis for better understanding RNA silencing pathways and improving the design of siRNAs.